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PRACTICE PROBLEMS

1, LetA= -3 1 9 - ,p= ,andb= . It can be shown that
4 -8 -1

p is a solution of Ax = b. Use this fact to exhibit b as a specific linear combination
of the columns of A.

4

by computing A(u + v) and Au + Av.

1.4 EXERCISES
in Exercises 1~:~ using (a) the definition, as 9. 3xt + x2 - 5Xs = 9

x2 + 4x3 = 0
, explain why.

use the definition of Ax to write the matrix equa-
l as a vector equation, or vice versa.

Given A and b in Exercises 11 and 12, write the augmented ma-
trix for the linear system that corresponds to the matrix equation
Ax = b. Then solve the system and write the solution as a vector.

11. A=

12. A=

. Is u in the plane

spanned by the columns of A? (See the figure.) Why or why
not?

10, write the system first as a vector equation
Where is u?
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14. Letu= - andA= 1 - .Isuinthesubset
3

of N3 spanned by the columns of A? Why or why not’?.

15. LetA = I_~ -1] ~-db = [bl ]. Showthat the equation

Ax ----- b does not have a solution for all possible b, and de-

scribe the set of all b for which Ax = b does have a solution.
i -3 -41

16. Repeat Exercise 15: A = -3 2 6|, b =

5 -1 -8]    kbsJ

Exercises 17-20 refer to the matrices A and B below. Make ap-
propriate calculations that justify your answers and mention an
appropriate theorem.

-11 -1 -1           B
A =    02 -4 2

0 3                     -8 2

17. How many rows of A contain a pivot posltion’! Does the
equation Ax = b have a solution for each b in N47

18. Do the columns of B span N4’! Does the equation Bx = y

have a solution for each y in N47

19. Can each vector in N4 be written as a linear combination
the columns of the matrix A above? Do the columns of A
span

20. Can every vector in kR4 be written as a linear combination of
the columns of the matrix B above’! Do the columns of B
span

0 v = -1
21. Letvl - , 2 ,v3= ’

Does {vl, vs, vs} span ~47 Why or why not’!

0 0

L-2]    L gJ
Does {v~, v~, vs} spaniRs? Why or why not?

In Exercises 23 and 24, mark each statement True or False. Justify

23. a. The equation Ax = b is referred to as a vector equation.

b. A vector b is a linear combination of the c°lumns °f a ma-
trix A if and only if the equation Ax = b has at least one
solution.

c. The equation Ax = b is consistent if the augmented matrix
[ A b ] has a pivot position in every row.

d. The first entry in the product Ax is a sum of products.
e. ff the columns of an ra×n matrix A span ~m, then the

equation Ax = b is consistent for each b in
L If A is an m x n matrix and if the equation Ax = b is in-

consistent for some b in kR’~, then A cannot have a pivot

poshion in every row.

Every matrix equation Ax-----b corresponds to a vector
equation with the same solution set.
Any linear combination of vectors can always be written

in the form Ax for a suitable matrix A and vector x.

c. The solution set °f a lioear system wh°se augmented ma-

trixis[al a2 a3 h]isthesameasthesolulionsetof
Ax=b, ifA=[a~ a2 as].

d. if the equation Ax = b is inconsistant, then b is n°t in the
set spanned by the columns of A.

e. If the augmented matrix [ A b ] has a pivot position in
every row, then the equation Ax = b is inconsistent.

f. If A is an m×n matrix whose columns do not span ~’~,
then the equation Ax = b is inconsistent for some b in

25. Note that -2 5 -1 = . Use this fact

- 2 -3 2
(and no row operations) to find scalars cl, c2, cs such that

4       -3         1
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’26. Letu= ,v= ,and w = .

It can be shown that 3u - 5v - w = 0. Use this fact (and
no row operations) to find x~ and x2 that satisfy the equation

3JLx~J

27, Let qb qz, qs, and v represent vectors in Ns, and let Xh
and xs denote scalars. Write the following vector equalion as
a matrix equation. Identify any symbols you choose to use.

x~qt + x2q2 + xsq3 ---- v

28.
Rewrite the (numerical) matrix equation below in symbolic

form as a vector equation, using symbols v~, vz,. -. for the


